HB  2827  By Representatives Johnson, J., Rude, Mead and Morgan
Modernizing legislative operations.
Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT & TRIBAL RELATIONS.

HB  2828  By Representatives Valdez, Hudgins, Blake, Ybarra, Tarleton, Chapman, Fey, Ortiz-Self, Frame, Goodman and Dent
Prohibiting funds available to port districts from being allocated for the purchase of fully automated marine container cargo handling equipment.
Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

HB  2829  By Representative Kirby
Declaring a climate emergency.
Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY.

HB  2830  By Representatives Gregerson, Eslick and Dent
Updating restrictions on electronic benefit cards.
Referred to Committee on HUMAN SERVICES & EARLY LEARNING.
HB 2831 By Representatives Stonier, Harris and Davis

Removing requirements for behavior technicians.

Referred to Committee on HEALTH CARE & WELLNESS.

HB 2832 By Representatives Orwall, Gregerson and Santos

Concerning contracts with community service organizations for public improvements.

Referred to Committee on LOCAL GOVERNMENT.

HB 2833 By Representative Hoff

Concerning the board of engineers and land surveyors' appointment of its director and agreement with the department of licensing.

Referred to Committee on CONSUMER PROTECTION & BUSINESS.

HB 2834 By Representatives Harris, Santos and Cody

Implementing an identicard program to provide individuals a Washington state issued identicard.

Referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.

HB 2835 By Representative Appleton

Reducing the criminal penalty for unlawful possession of a controlled substance.

Referred to Committee on PUBLIC SAFETY.

HB 2836 By Representatives Lovick, Boehnke, Valdez, Gregerson, Ortiz-Self, Riccelli, Shewmake, Kloba, Mead, Doglio, Entenman, Tarleton, Hudgins, Ryu, Pettigrew, Thai, Morgan, Santos, Lekanoff, Slatter, Orwall, Davis, Sells, Goodman and Appleton

Establishing an unpiloted aircraft system state coordinator.

Referred to Committee on TRANSPORTATION.

HB 2837 By Representatives Boehnke and Hudgins; by request of Washington State Historical Society

Expanding powers granted to state historical societies.

Referred to Committee on STATE GOVERNMENT & TRIBAL RELATIONS.
HB 2838  By Representative Riccelli

Improving cardiac and stroke outcomes.

Referred to Committee on HEALTH CARE & WELLNESS.

HB 2839  By Representatives Kloba and Kirby

Regulating interactive digital entertainment products.

Referred to Committee on COMMERCE & GAMING.

HB 2840  By Representative Springer; by request of Department of Revenue

Providing additional funding for the business licensing service program administered by the department of revenue.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE.

HB 2841  By Representative Pollet

Concerning skill center class sizes.

Referred to Committee on APPROPRIATIONS.

HB 2842  By Representative Steele

Concerning nonprofit special occasion liquor licenses.

Referred to Committee on COMMERCE & GAMING.

HB 2843  By Representatives Maycumber, Schmick, Chapman, Springer, DeBolt, Walsh, Chambers, Harris, Kretz and Caldier

Providing premium tax relief to health carriers offering coverage in certain counties.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE.

ESSB 5167  By Senate Committee on Financial Institutions, Economic Development & Trade (originally sponsored by Senators Hasegawa, Saldaña, Darneille, Frockt, Keiser, Nguyen and Mullet)

Addressing the linked deposit program.

Referred to Committee on INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
By Senate Committee on Ways & Means (originally sponsored by Senators Becker, Cleveland, Bailey, Wilson, L., Brown, Walsh and Warnick)

Establishing a telehealth training and treatment program to assist youth.

Referred to Committee on EDUCATION.